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Taste Afrique Co. Ltd is a manufacturer of authentic natural food seasoning and 

mixed spices under the brand names Chibundiro and Siri.

Taste Afrique started operations in January 2016 and over the years has grown the 

popularity of its brands within Kenya and also to select international markets.

The need for healthier and tasty products in every home inspired the production of 

seasoning and natural spices that can be a real boost to the body, 

helping it rid itself of toxins whilst adding tantalizing flavour to food.



• Chibundiro Without Chillies

• Chibundiro Mild Chillies

• Chibundiro Hot Chillies

What We Have

Pre-cooked Natural Seasoning

• Siri ya Chai

• Siri ya Pilau

• Siri ya Mchuzi

Natural Seasoning



The seasonings nutritional value makes it fit for different 
cuisines – African, European, Chinese, American and 
many more – and different lifestyles – traditional foods 
or 5-star hotel barbecues and buffets. The assurance of 
products that have been produced using the highest 
quality standards is definite. We target all households, 
offices, hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and even 
students in boarding schools who yearn for what we 
all fondly refer to as ‘mother’s cooking’.

Its most preferred by children given that it adds that extra yumminess to their food and makes the 
food enjoyable. Most people use this as a salad seasoning, a topping, a spice, an appetiser and in 
soups and curries. It comes in 6 packaging formats: 50g, 70g, 100g, 150g, 250g and a 10g sachet.
 
What are the Health Benefits of Chibundiro?

        Chibundiro is 100% natural 
        No preservatives are used in this product as its contents are dried during its manufacturing.
        Ingredients used have antioxidants and anti-inflammatory benefits

www.tasteafrique.co.ke



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 125.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 125.00

50g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 125.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 250.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 250.00

70g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 250.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 220.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 220.00

100g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 220.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 500.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 500.00

150g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 500.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 750.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 750.00

250g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 750.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



NATURAL SEASONING 
Ready To Eat



Chibundiro Hot Chillies         

With lots of chillies to give 

you the kick you want.

KES 20.00

Chibundiro Mild Chillies         

For that perfect balance 

you crave.

KES 20.00

10g

Chibundiro Without Chillies         

Neutral, yummy food. Could 

be your child’s favourite.

KES 20.00

CHIBUNDIRO 
NATURAL FOOD SEASONING



Pika Na

Siri
ya Chai, Pilau na Mchuzi!

Pika Na

Siri
ya Chai, Pilau na Mchuzi!



The secret (Siri) to making great 

Pilau is the mixture of ingredients 

and spices that complement each 

other in preparation for deliciously 

traditional yet surprisingly 

accommodative rice meals.

Siri ya Pilau can also be used to 

prepare Samosas, Biriyani, 

Stew and Soup

Comes in 10g, 50g and 100g.

A combination of strongly flavoured 

spices grinded into a fine powder in 

favour of your taste buds!

Perfect for your meat meals, vegetables 

and whatever your heart desires. 

Comes in 10g, 50g and 100g.

Spice up your daily cup of tea with our 

natural herbs that is carefully prepared 

for that sweet and spicy balance you love. 

Siri ya Chai keeps the body warm, 

breaks up blocked sinus, aids in digestion, 

improves metabolism, boosts immunity, 

prevents bloating and has anti-oxidizing 

properties. Your cup of tea will never be 

the same! Siri ya Chai can also be used

 for baking, making dawa and juice. 

Comes in 10g, 50g & 100g



Chai si Chai
Bila Siri

Chai si Chai
Bila Siri ya chai!ya chai!



Siri ya Chai          

Tantalizing Tea Masala with 

countless health benefits

KES 225.00

Siri ya Chai         

Tantalizing Tea Masala with 

countless health benefits

KES 115.00

Siri ya Chai         

Tantalizing Tea Masala with 

countless health benefits

KES 20.00

PURE & NATURAL SPICES

10g50g100g





Siri ya Pilau         

Pilau Masala saturated with 

unforgettable flavour and aroma

KES 180.00

Siri ya Pilau         

Pilau Masala saturated with 

unforgettable flavour and aroma

KES 100.00

Siri ya Pilau         

Pilau Masala saturated with 

unforgettable flavour and aroma

KES 15.00

PURE & NATURAL SPICES

10g100g 50g



Bila Siri

Chakula si
Chakula

ya mchuzi!



Siri ya Mchuzi         

Rich curry powder perfect for 

your curries, gravy & stews

KES 150.00

Siri ya Mchuzi         

Rich curry powder perfect for 

your curries, gravy & stews

KES 100.00

Siri ya Mchuzi       

Rich curry powder perfect for 

your curries, gravy & stews

KES 5.00

PURE & NATURAL SPICES

10g100g 50g



www.tasteafrique.co.ke

Phone:  +254 721 273029    /    +254 707 348 407
Email:  tasteafrique14@gmail.com

@siri_ni_chibundiro            @Siri Ni Chibundiro            @chibundiro


